
 

Stargate Stages Presents  

METTA-Morphic  Immersions  & Interact ions  t hat  combine:  
 

* S a cr ed  Ge om et r y  S t a r gat e  S cu l p t u re s   

* C er em on ia l  P re s en c e  & P ra n n ic  P ra ct i c e s  

* S a cr ed  Sou n d s c ap e s  &  Ho lo gr ap h i c  Ha r mon i c s  

* A l ch e mi c a l  Cr y st a l l in e  Gr id s  & Je w e led  L at t i ce  Ad orn men t s  

* V is io n a r y  D e s i gn s  o f  F r a ct a l  F i e l d s ,  Ac t i vat io n  A rt  &  Nat u r e  D e i t i e s  
 Feel the power of Cosmic & Transformational Forces generated by combining Group Intentions along 

with expert Guidance of Guardian Gatekeepers as pulsing toroidal waves move through our whole being  

Stargates… Open dimensional realms 

Portals…. Dilate our Hearts 

Bridges… Unite us All 

Harmonic Humans…  Contain the All 

 
Stargate Stages & Celestial Chambers are potent energy transmitters and receivers. 

These subtle and very sophisticated installations transform lives by their very presence in any space. 
Stargates really come to life as hubs, intersection points & centerpieces for ceremonies in sacred spaces. 

When ignited by our bio-electro-magnetic fields, they amplify our capacities for allowing more 
abundance on every dimensional level to manifest into material form. 

 
 

Awaken 
Subtle and 

sophisticated 
codes from 
fractal fields 

that 
 
 

 
 
 

Align 
Our energy 
with potent 
paths and 
streams of 

ease and grace 
which 

 
 
 
 

Activate 
our powerful 
capacities for 
manifesting 

multiplication 
mastery 

to 
 
 

 
 

Amplify 
Our hearts 

natural ability to 
truly be in 

harmony at our 
core so that we 

can 
 
 
 
 

Articulate 
our clarity of 

communication 
with the truth of 

our purpose  
and 

 
 
 
 
 

Accelerate 
our torsion flow 
of expansion & 
attunement to 
pulsing ripples 

that 
 
 
 
 
 

Ascend 
Our prannic 

tube of bliss & 
experience a 
divine kiss to 

embody 
pure love and 

innocence
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HUE*MANNA :  Visionary Guides & Gatekeepers  
CHRYSALIS Digital Links & Profi les  of our Core Crew

KA’ryna SH’ha  is an internationally 

acclaimed Wisdom Teacher, Award Winning 
Multi-Media Artist, Author, Sacred Choral Singer 
and Master of Ascended Consciousness 
Principles.  
Known as Grandmother AH’LU’ Sha’Mah,  
KA’ryna is a “Master Shambhala Byung Tau” 
Spiritual Teacher of Advanced Metaphysics 
offering the "Sacred Gateways of the Heart 

Masters" realizing permanent states of Harmonic Consciousness.  
KA’ryna’s 3 near death experiences have shaped the loving essence of 
her Ascended Heart Teachings.  Her Live transmissions are expressed 
through a diverse range of ceremonial performances & sacred musical 
arts.   
KA’ryna’s abundant gifts are derived from a lifelong devotion to 
connect humanity with our cosmic and spiritual roots of Presence 
through the Heart of fully embodied Love.  
 

www.karynashha.com      
karynalove@live.com 
Office :  Toronto,  Ontario  
Canada   647.379.2072 
USA    3 0 3 * 4 7 2 * 3 5 0 6    
Facebook Profile:  www.facebook.com/karynalove  
Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/karynabless 
Facebook Groups:  
GrandMother Speaks: 
www.facebook.com/groups/grandmotherspeaks    
Stargate of The Heart: 
www.facebook.com/groups/stargateoftheheart 
YouTube Channel: www.youtube.com/channel/UCmrDd-
52uEjbgQCwBSehGwA?view_as=public 
Soundcloud Music:  https://soundcloud.com/karyna-shha 
Author Profile: http://blog.omvana.com/author/karyna-shha 
Linked-in:  www.linkedin.com/in/karynashha 
 

President :  AH’Suna Arts > Multi-Media Art Platforms 
Founder :  Luminous Leadership   >   Metamorphic Mastery   
Conductor :  Manna Matrix > Celestial Ceremonies 
Creator :  Omnitudes Primordial Presence >   Heart Harmonics  
Conduit :  GrandMother Speaks   >   The Oversoul Dialogues 
Ceremonial Leader :  The Golden Circle > Sacred Spaces + Cosmic 
Consciousness 
 
 

Gaspar  Magistar’s  Legacy of Sacred 

Architecture laid the foundation for his rapid 
advancements inventing technologies which  
integrate super-learning sytems, efficiency 
experiences, multiplication mastery, geometric 
stargates, immersion instruments, celestial 
chambers & holographic harmonics.  
With his core focus on bridging science + 
spirituality, Gaspar made enormous 
breakthroughs in his deep research navigating 

oceans of data to merge quantum science with metaphysics.  
Expanding from a life of constructing power places & teaching 
conscious communities, Gaspar branched even further.  His pioneering 
bodies of work converge timeless technologies with career 

contributions to corporate consulting, performing arts, event 
productions, concerts & ceremonies. 
Decades of Reverse-engineering the universal codex thru his 
encounters with world leaders & his curated collections of artifacts 
from libraries of innovations allowed Gaspar to create a revolutionary 
“Media Matrix” { M2 } Instrument.   Stationary & portable, modular & 
scalable, the combinations of elements for M2 immersions and 
interactions are always unique every time it is activated.   
Legendary stories come to life as the mythologies of all ages converge 
in the wow of now.  Everyone is given the opportunity to feel the full 
force of center stage.  Children understand these multi-dimensional 
languages.  Adults sometimes require more exposures.  M2 is also 
designed to allow each participants own experiences to be optimized 
whether staged within private chambers or public venues.   
 

Gaspar  Magistar        gmagistar@gmail.com      
Office :  Toronto,  Ontario  
Canada  647.464.6337 
USA   917.744.0899 
Talent & Entertainment:  3 decades of lasting impressions ! 
www.iamastarseed.com  
S t ar g a te  St a ge s  :  
http://karynalove.wix.com/gmagistar 
Media Matrix :  www.flickr.com/photos/magistar 
FaceBook :  www.facebook.com/gmagistar   
 

President : Celestial  Celebrations  Enchanting  Entertainers  
Founder:   Stargate  Stages  Sacred  Geometry  Structures 
Inventor:   Media  Matrix  Immersion & Interaction  Theatres 
Conductor: Holographic  Harmonics   
   Sonic  Symphonies + Light  Languages 
Master:     Community  Concerts  &  Conscious  Ceremonies 
Builder & Guide to :     Power Places & Sacred Spaces 
 

Business Consultant , Art Advisor, Speaker, Facilitator : 
Sacred Geometry & Architecture 
Engineering & Efficiencies 
Arts & Staging  
Quantum & Meta Physics 
Precious Metals & Minerals  
Bank Notes & Cryptocurrencies 
 
 

Melissa Mace Studied photography at the 

Rochester Institute of Technology and expanded 
upon this into an exploration of natural and digital 
inter-communications.  
Her inspiration and creative expression derive from 
photographic vignettes found on her walks in nature.  
As she tunes into the voice of the earth & listens to 

the subtle world-wide rhythms within, she is able to reveal the hidden 
dimensions in each exquisite piece of Art .  
From these deep impressions, her photographic archives are then 
focalized and fractalized into digital multi-dimensions to reveal the 
nature spirit hidden in each imperceptible vignette. 
In her own words …”I love being able to see and feel the light, even 
when we are sleeping and we think there is dark… Oh, how I love  
dreams. “ 

enfoldednature.com 
9 1 7 * 9 0 3 * 2 4 6 4 
msphotoillustration.com 
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S t a r g a t e  I m m e r s i o n s  &  I n t e r a c t i o n s  

How to amplify, activate and accelerate 
your power and presence in the fields of Chrysalis 

Every single person that participates in the chamber multiplies the power of 
toroidal flow.  Those that touch the Stargate will certainly feel the effects.  

Those that pass through the hub will be aligning their prannic presence with 
the core of a universal energy field that bridges quantum and celestial 

realms. 
 

Body Position: 
we recommend removing your shoes 

so that you can feel the full effects of the experience. 
* Please make sure you are seated or standing comfortably with your spine 
in an upright position, and your body and head aligned in the center of the 

top portal of our Stargate Structure. 
* You may choose to hold onto the supporting upright struts to the side of each hand and place your 

feet on the floor strut as well.  Start with an Intention and end with a Blessing. 
 

Gaspar’s Core Teachings: 
We are 5th-dimensional beings navigating 4th-dimensional experiences { physical, mental, emotional & 
spiritual } in a 3 dimensional world that dances between life and rebirth on an infinite journey back and 

forth between the one source of all that ever was, is and will ever be. 
 

 
 

Celestial Stargates Sacred Geometry Design & Construction Workshops: 
Gaspar shares  the sacred myster ies  of  anc ient  ca lcu lat ions  def ining t ime and space .  
A l l  o f  Gaspar  Magistars  profound and beaut i fu l  des igns  are both t ransmit ters  and 

rece ivers  o f  cosmic  energ ies .  
 

As  ac t ivat ion s tat ions ,  they  are  per fec t  for  any  kind of  c eremon ies  & intent ion s.  

Results that may occur from experiencing these structures  : 
 

*ca lms  and re l ieves  st ress  
*a ids  in  deeper  meditat ion  

*ampl i f ies  hea l ing  energ ies  
*acce lerates  sp i r i tua l  deve lopment  

* expands  greater  intu i t ive  awareness  
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An Outline of Services Conducted by our Master Facilitators :  

 Cultivation of heart resonant field (Solfeggio Tonal Bathing) to begin the process of opening 

sacred space. Using crystal tones and specific frequencies of hertz through the chakras. 

 Blueprints of divine grace: Divine Union activation for balance and wholeness integrating Divine 

Feminine and Masculine Ley-Lines in the land grids. 

 Grid stabilization of ley lines, dowsing for geopathic stress using sacred geometry structures. To 

bring balance harmony and wholeness. 

 Opening of torsion fields for sustainable flow of wealth and well-being. Using harmonic sound 

and light activations. 

 7 Element Alignment of Gateways : Earth (Physical Plane), Air (Mental Plane), Water (Emotional 

Plane), Fire ( Spiritual ), Etheric ( Subtle), Akashic ( Causal Plane) and Light  (MultiDimensional 
Plane) to establish a consistent and sustainable flow of wealth and well-being. 

 Opening and sustaining of Prannic tubes for harmonic radiance to maintain a continual, 

consistent, even and fully functioning environment of growth and prosperity. 

 Consecration and Creation of Sacred Space for drawing beings of the highest and deepest 

vibration into your place of business. Bringing all activities into their Highest Alignment. 

 Calibration of ancestral DNA opening and purifying and clearing lifelines, lifetimes, legacies and 

ancestral lineages. Akashic Record reading. 

 Transcendent Transmissions further messaging for deeper establishment of the intent of 

Presence. 

 Ceremonial blessings to welcome, thank and honor the Guides of the space and place. 

 Continuous opening of grids, communicating with elementals, clearing of locks in the land, in 

space and those in operation 

 Calibrate and align mission and purpose for communities. 
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Water Charging Station 
Sky Temple in Boulder Colorado 

Manna Harmonics Installation 
Great Barrington Resort in Massachusetts 

 

 

Principles of Heart Harmonics utilized in our sessions include : 

 Light Language messages 

 Sonic layering 

 Calibration Keys 

 Digital super-learning libraries 

 Specialty musical activations 

 Sacred geometry structures and grids 

 Mantras mudras prayers blessings 

 Smudging clearing of Sacred Space 

 Support crew and assistance with work 

in all locations 

 On-going and continued field support in 

maintaining balance and harmony. 

 Cultivation of heart fields 

 Blueprints of divine grace 

 Grid stabilization 

 Opening of torsion fields for sustainable 

flow of wealth and well-being. 

 Water blessing ceremonies 

 Daily practices, Meditations 

 Opening prannic tubes for Harmonic 

radiance 

 Consecration and Creation of “Universal 

lighthouses” 

 Lifelines, lifetimes, legacies and 

ancestral lineages merged opened and 

purified. 

 The upliftment of quantum downloads 

and numerous transmissions 

 Ceremonial blessings for family, 

community, businesses, properties 

 Continuous opening of grids, 

communicating with elementals, 

clearing of blockages on the lands, in 

homes and hearts. 

 Personal practices with private sessions 

 Calibrate, align mission and purpose 
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A short list of our Stargate Stages Clients from Decades of Lasting Impressions  : 
 

*  Google Canada 
*  Microsoft  Canada 
*  M.S.M.D. Barristers  
*  MAC Cosmetic 
*  Magma Manufacturing   
*  MDS Sciex   
*  Mincom Realty  

*  Nissan Canada   
*  OND Canada   
*  Pinchin Environmental   
*  Polo/Ralph Lauren   
*  Portuguese Shoe Assoc. 
*  President's Choice Bank  
*  Progistix- Solutions Inc.   

*  Royal Bank   
*  Sheet Metal Association   
*  Sun Life  
*  Torken Mains Lawyers   
*  Town Shoes   
*  Venture Planning Inc. 
*  Wakeman Associates Inc. 

 

Stargate Stages Testimonials from Private Clientele & Public Events : 
 
 

I flew in from Alberta on business.  Because of this 
event, I now realize this is the real business I came 
here for. 
Louis Cau 
 
The Manna MATRIX Experience was......... words 
are unavailable........  I'll be thinking about your 
Matrix upon my last breaths of life ! 
Absolutely Miraculous......... 
Dr. Richard Dubrinsky 
 
Thanks so much for your wonderful event your soul 
is so clear and in perfect sound harmony that all I 
had to do was just listen and feel the love that was 
vibrating through the room. Blessings to your 
beautiful self and your family. Can't wait till the 
next one. 
Michael Kuchara 
 
The event was AMAZING and Beautiful. Words 
can't describe it. 
Sandra Broekoff 
 
“Yesterdays event was uplifting, fantabulous, 
embracing and words can’t describe the feeling. Now 
I know that my work in service to my clients will be 
enriched by your beautiful heart, sound and love. 
May all your blessings be returned by this 
vibrational universe.” 
Klaudija Troskot 
 
That was a great night! I AM A LEADER - Thank 
YOU! I woke up with a new sense of primal energy 
and determination... perfect timing. 
David Furlong 
 
Thank you and bless you for the messages from the 
goddesses and for all the readings over the years that 
you have set upon my doorsill ---like a little bird who 
alights sings and flies away once more to the 
heavens! 
Suzanne Hewitt 

 
Yay! Bravo! The sky is the limit!!!! Shine on --what 
you have is very, very special--and this is just the 
beginning ! Love to you all. 
Zan RedCrow 
 
I find myself in the position of wanting to thank 
you…. again and again….and again! 
Liz Reynolds 
 
This experience has contributed to giving me the 
vision and key information of why I am here.  I also 
became much more accepting of the spiritual world as 
a result of attending these events. 
I walked away tonight from this with an incredible 
tingling sensation, peace and harmony.  You have 
confirmed that I am on the right track and to keep 
going with confidence, courage, inspiration, and 
leadership! 
D. F.  
 
I want to thank you for my wonderful love-filled 
panoramic experience at the Manna Matrix—Just 
wanted to thank you for the sweet night. You have 
some superb folks in your orbit!  
Thom Dean 
 
I actually closed my eyes for a moment and saw a 
mandala like light that constantly evolves. It's 
amazing that you have these intense physiological 
experiences...Namaste  
M. K. 
 
After my session all my senses were heightened. 
It was very enlightening to have my deepest thoughts 
confirmed in such a positive and compassionate 
manner. 
Cheryl Martin  
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Elements Offered in Every Installation: 
 

Water Vessels for Water Blessings: 
In ancient times and now more than ever, we realize the power of water to 
resurrect the message of the spiritual life-force and light-force in us all. 
 
Chrysalis and the Intricacy of “Water is Life…”  
 
Situated at a point of opening is a well of sacred waters infused with rosewater, 
floating petals of flowers, herbs and other flora, crystals and sacred geometry. 
Each bespoke ceremonial expression facilitated by KA’ryna SH’ha and Team is 
unique to the living breathing awareness flowing through the dynamics and 
interplay of what is called forth and then collected in the sacred waters.  
Each Vessel is utilized to collect the Nectar or Amrit of the whole vibratory 
ceremonial Stargate experience. 
 
Amrit is a word that literally means “immortality” and is often referred to in 
spiritual texts as nectar or ambrosia. Said to provide a deeper awareness of the 
fluid Prannic life-force and Purified Presence of the light-force that flows through all Ascending 
Consciousness. 
 
A secondary Glass Beverage Dispenser filled with the same ingredients is placed 
nearby collecting the same nectar.  
 
After each Ceremonial Circle the waters are then handed out to participants 
who wish to receive further blessing and anointing. 
 
While the sacred waters vessel is reserved for the hosts land, building, home, 
and business. Placed at cardinal points surrounding the space this offering of the 
waters honors and blesses the location of its origination….and if possible to the 
nearest body of water for completion and closure of the ceremonial experience. 
 
A small  reserve of the Amrit infused water is colle cted and placed in a 
t iny glass container which is then offered as a homeopathic remembrance 
of the Chrysalis Journey of Transformation.  
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Note: To maintain the purity of each Chrysalis Ceremony we believe it is important to utilize the waters 
from the location where each installation is situated…whether they are bottled or tap water. 
 
Your Participation: We ask that you please provide… 
 
A crystal or glass water bowl the size of a punch bowl or larger to 
contain your water vessel experience. Along with a glass ladle or high 
quality BPA-free plastic 
 
Roses: Ideally organic the color of white, violet or pink. 
 
Glass Beverage Dispenser:  To dispense the waters to participants for 
further personal use in anointing and blessing. 
 
Vibrational Tools and Sacred Instruments: 
 
Bon (Tibetan) Singing Bowls 
 
KA’ryna has been gifted a rare antique one-thousand-year-old singing bowl that plays 7 unique 
tonal frequencies. It was a reliquary item from a lineage of a Tibetan Rinpoche.  
It sat collecting dust on friend’s shelf because it was believed to be un -playable. No-one who 
attempted to play it could get it to sing.  
As soon as it was her hands and she began to play it, the sounds that 
came forth astonished those that heard it.  
 

 

Gaspar found his own unique bowl 
after testing hundreds over a multi-
year search to find just the right one 
that would bring forth the qualities of 
a wind harp gong sound. 
In a small shop in upstate NY he 
discovered the treasure he had been 
searching for. 

 

 

Crystal Singing Bowls: 
KA’ryna was gifted with 2 powerful crystal bowls 
from one of the original first manufactured bowls 
ever made. These bowls came from a sound 
master who used the bowls in a sacred sound 
chamber created by Joseph Rael (Beautiful 
Painted Arrow) 
https://www.manataka.org/page1627.html . 
KA’ryna was privileged to create a special ceremony in this specific sound chamber 
where very few may go without special permission from its keeper.  

                                            http://medicalintuitive.ca/sound-chamber/ 
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A Short list of our Sacred Instruments  
*Native American flute 
*Irish Frame drum (with one of KA’ryna’s hand-painted designs): 
*Ting-Sha Tibetan cymbals 
*A solid silver singing bell 
*A Monochord Harp 
* Didgeridoo 
… complimented by the Live & Archive, Analog & Digital sonic-sweeps 
of Gaspar Magistar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vibrational Tools : 
Amethyst Biomat and Orgone Generator: 
https://www.richwayandfujibio.com/welcome/index.php 
 
Sacred Geometry Divination Cards:  
Designed and created by KA’ryna SH’ha 
https://www.karynashha.com/art-gallery?lightbox=image7ev 
The 13 Golden Codes of Creation 
Welcome to a newly revealed set of sacred teachings & healing transmissions for harmonizing with 
deepest foundations of “Soul & Self” to the highest dimensions of “All That Is”. 
Uncover the secret relationship of the divine principles of this cosmos! 
Phi proportioned from the shape, cut, color and design. 
Discover the gifts of pure light, filled with radiant love as the transformational codes of the heart unfold 
a path to Enlightenment, Ascension and the Embodiment of pure states of Bliss. 

Each Golden Light artwork is designed to open 
pathways of conscious connection for deepening the 
presence of light within. 

 
Tuning Forks: solfeggio tone and phi ratio tuning 
Like adjusting a piano, your body can be tuned to 
achieve optimal physical balance. Tapping two tuning 
forks will instantaneously alter your body’s 
biochemistry and bring your nervous system, muscle 
tone and organs into harmonic balance. In seconds … 
your body enters a deep state of relaxation. Feeling 
centered, your mind will be at peace… 
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Artists Statement 

https://www.karynashha.com/art-gallery 
 

 
“I AM a Creative Conduit for Universal Energies to flow through…the designs that stream through reflect a multi-
blossoming of the spirit in each creation. Each work is alive with the intent to germinate consciousness into a 
deeper awareness of the intrinsic presence in all things and a higher cognition of a vast and mysterious nature, 
pervading all dimensions in All Ways.”  
 

 
The Design, Divination, and Creative Process:  
KA’ryna offerings emerge from the heart of her spiritual and scared well of wisdom. In each of 
her designs she is exploring the inception point of its unfoldment…how it arrives, comes into 
form and is present for us all to witness and experience. 
 
When she is in creation mode she becomes a conduit for the Muses or Devas (inspirations) that 
surround each Design. These designers in higher and deeper dimensions are her consultants 
who assist in the shaping and constructing of the creation.  
 
As such, KA’ryna becomes an artistic antennae that picks up the subtle frequencies of each 
design construction and conception. In her process she allows the natural flow of each artistic 
expression to emerge from its place in the cosmos.  
 
Each design can take many days to meditate upon and then many more hours to weeks to show 
up upon the canvas of her creativities. She does not rush the flow, she moves along with it to its 
desired destination. 
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Artist and Metaphysician: 
 
Looking deeply into the unified field of divine perception, KA’ryna SH’ha deciphers the super-
conscious codes of creation to form an exquisite work of art.  Like sacred mirrors, they allow us 
to embrace our divine essence from a whole new perspective. 
 
KA’ryna’s designs are slices of cosmic consciousness in ratios of radiance, to open up multi-
dimensional aspects of the receiver (you). They transmit a fractal language of phi ratio 
proportions in sacred symmetries. As we go higher and deeper in levels of our own Inner-
Mastery. 
 
KA’ryna’s artworks are an expression of her teachings, healings, and are an ultimate doorway 
and extension of the facets of her multi-dimensional being! They emanate the colors of her 
radiant heart and transmit the sacred languages of her Ascended Essence 
 

Grand Mother Speaks... (2016) 
KA’ryna SH’ha 

Combining hand drawn details, Digital Design and Light Layering 
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Exhibitions: 
KA’ryna & Gaspar have exhibited internationally and contributed their talents to several magazines,  

online media organizations, events and institutions.  The Full C.V is available upon request. 
 
 

Stargate Stages  Global Locations of Activation Portals: 
 

Canada: 
Alberta:  
Banff: 4 Portals  
Calgary:4 Portals   
 

Ontario: 
Algonquin Park: 3 portals 
Barry’s Bay: 2 Portals 
Barrie - 3 Portals 
Dwight -3 Portal 
Green River -6 Portals  
Huntsville -4 Portals  
London- 2 Portals 
Markham - 30 Portals  
Port Perry: 10 Portals 
Ragged Falls: 10 Portals 
Temagami - 3 Portals  
Thornbury - 3 Portals  
Toronto - 30 Portals  
Uxbridge: 10 Portals 
Windsor- 4 portals 
 

Quebec: 
Montreal- 5 Portals 
 

USA: 
Arizona: 
Grand Canyon National Park: 2 
Portal 
Flagg Staff- 1Portal 
Oak Creek- 20 Portals 
Sedona- 10 Portals 
 

Colorado: 
Arvada- 10 Portals 
Boulder- 30 Portals 
Crestone- 10 Portals 
Denver- 5 Portals 
Dillon- 1 Portal 
Estes Park – 2 Portals 
Gunbarrel- 6 Portals 
Longmont- 6 Portals 
Loveland- 5 portals 
Lyons- 10 Portals 

Niwot -15 Portals 
Ouray- 2 Portals 
Rocky Mountain  

National Park- 3 Portals 
 

Florida: 
Del Ray Beach: 3 Portals 

Hallandale Beach: 10 portals 
Hollywood Beach: 2 Portals 

Miami: 10 Portals 
Miami Beach: 2 Portals 

Orlando: 4 Portals 
 

Massachusetts: 
Great Barrington: 5 Portals  

 

New York: 
Catskills: 10 portals 

Mohegan Lake: 15 Portals 

Peekskill: 10 portals 
Saugerties: 4 Portals 

Ny City: 10 Portals 
Wappinger Falls: 3 Portals 

 

Long Island NY: 
East Hampton: 4 Portals 

Montauk: 4 Portals 
Long Beach: 4 Portals 

South Hampton: 2 portals 
 

New Jersey: 
Newark: 3 portals 

 

Pennsylvania  
Pittsburgh: 10 Portals 

 

Rhode Island: 
Providence: 3 Portals 

 

China 
Guangzhou Shi  

-Guangdong University  
of Foreign Studies- 

4 Portals 
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" All wisdom lies at the doorway of Love and willingness be the key to unlock its mysteries. " 

- KA’ryna SH’ha 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art Installation Specifications 

 Chrysalis is ideally suited to a flat and level indoor space of 16 ’ x 24 ‘ or greater. 

 The Centerpiece Stargate and Genesa Orb Capstone stand 5’wide x 8’ high 

 The longer Chrysalis is set up, the more potent the effects.   We suggest a window of 2 or more 

days to allow the subtle fields of the chamber to fully come to life.  

 Sonic Soundscapes & Liquid Light ambience 

 Crystals and minerals of various sizes are positioned within the Stargate, at the entry & exit 

points and around the chamber space 

 Vesica mandorla { the sacred inner shape of an eye made by the centre of two intersecting circles }  

geometry arc grid of ambient lighting with white fabric cloud cover 

can be laid out on ground if there is safe and close access to power outlets 

 

Clients and Hosts Checklist       

___   A quiet space that allows for full benefits of vocal harmonics, focus & facilitation 

___   Change room and gear storage for artists 

___   A half dozen chairs and cushions 

___   One to Three tables for instruments 

___   Closest nearby parking during Installation and Ceremonies 

 

Staging & Strike-downs,  

Please allow us anywhere from a 7 day to a 7 hour window to properly lay all the elements in place 

depending on what kind of installation we are preparing for you. 
 

 

 

 

Thank * You for granting us this extraordinary opportunity to share our talents and gifts.   

With Joy, KA’ryna, Gaspar & Team Chrysalis 
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As we awaken within our hearts, we discover the vast awareness of wisdom hidden in our true nature. 
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